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SEAD Overview



SEAD Vision and Rationale
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SEAD addresses data in the “long 

tail" 

Data complexity and dispersion 
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Researchers who produce and analyze heterogeneous data that is 

unique and at fine resolution and granularity.

Researchers who need to collaborate with others to make scientific advances.

Researchers who lack access to reliable cyberinfrastructure for 

managing, sharing, analyzing, publishing and archiving data.



SEAD – Researcher’s Perspective 
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SEAD Technology

• Active Project Spaces 
– Collaboration / file sharing space for research 

projects

– Staging area for data curation prior to publishing

• SEAD Virtual Archive
– Push publishable data (as Research Objects) 

from an active Project Space to appropriate 
preservation and discovery environment, and 
back for reuse

• People, Data, Things 
– Researcher profiles, repository profiles, data 

profiles

– all linked, related, dynamic

– JSON LD



Project Spaces ...  organize, describe, visualize

geo dashboard

dataset collections with metadata
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Virtual Archive  ... publish and archive data 
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Examples of SEAD’s User Base 

Project Name Team 

Members

Usage

Umich Biological Station 1 8 datasets; 18.76 MB

Hydroshare 8 439 datasets; 976.08 MB

Sediment Experimentalist 

Network

5 16 datasets; 49.59 MB

Laboratory for Sensory Ecology 11 34 datasets; 7.54 MB

UMich College Conservation 

Collaboration

9 18 datasets; 112.64 MB

Washtenaw County Parks &

Recreation Commission

6 58 datasets; 55.62 MB

Site-based Data Curation at 

Yellowstone

8 2624 datasets; 1.17 GB

NCED 25 481,640 datasets; 1.7 TB

Lower Mississippi Flood 22 67 datasets;  25 GB



SEAD: Origins, Now, Future...

• Originally... we saw SEAD as a pipeline, with end-to-end flows

– Linear:  A-active data  B-curation C-publication  D-archiving

– But also Circular:  A C

• Now... SEAD is making new progress on: 
– Project Spaces as staging areas for data in computational environments 
– Improvements in matching data to destination repositories (e.g., ICPSR)
– improvements in data use and reuse, especially of published data in 

SEAD project spaces

• Future...  SEAD continues to evolve to move towards: 
– Technical architecture that is nimble and adaptable
– Interoperability with broader emerging data infrastructure
– Serving other communities beyond sustainability science



Lessons for Emerging Data Infrastructure

“Infrastructures are not systems 
in the sense of fully coherent, 
deliberately engineered, end-to-
end processes.   Rather, 
infrastructures are ecologies or 
complex adaptive systems;  they 
consist of numerous systems, 
each with unique origins and 
goals, which are made to 
interoperate by means of 
standards, socket layers, social 
practices, and individual 
behaviors that smooth out the 
connections among them.”

http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/97552



SEAD Long-term Vision

• SEAD as source of technologies and lessons learned 
for data in the long tail 

• Secure SEAD’s role as a vital part of 
cyberinfrastructure for data intensive science, 
learning, and action. 

• Serve all researchers producing data in the long tail 

• Address full lifecycle of data

– support data from production, to active 
management, to publication, to archiving and 
long-term preservation



SEAD and RDA

• As SEAD moves further along towards it goal 
of a fully realized and standalone 
recommendation + deposit engine, divorced 
from the larger OAIS environment that 
previously constrained it, we will seek 
likeminded RDA members to harmonize 
functionality, likely convened as separate WG 
evolving from Domain Repositories IG.



SEAD and RDA, cont.

• As repositories start to consolidate around 
protocols for data description and transfer 
interoperability, SEAD will be an enthusiastic 
contributor. 

• Finally, we see SEAD and its services as a 
valuable contributor to the Data Fabric IG’s 
data fabric.


